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Sometimes choosing wine is not straightforward. You could just buy what you know, but if you 
want to try something new, how do you know if it is going to be any good? Aside from asking the 
shop assistant for advice, you could buy a wine based on a newspaper review. Alternatively, you 
could use a smartphone app with label recognition linked to aggregated public reviews, or just 
look for labels with medals on them. The latter will not be hard to find because there are many 
wine competitions around the world handing out gold, silver and bronze awards, and more. But 
buyer beware because some of these medals are fool’s gold. 

I recall an Australian wine a few years ago adorned with so many gold medals on its label, that 
from a distance you would have thought it the Usain Bolt of drinks. On closer inspection they 
were not wine competition medals at all, rather a silhouette map of Australia; an image of a 
kangaroo; one that said the year it was established; and one with the words “gold medal-style”. 
How could you not buy it after reading all that? 

French labels often feature medals, particularly from the Concours General Agricole in Paris. I 
have often bought or tasted wines with gold medals from this competition, and what I usually 
find is a basic wine that would be lucky to get a bronze at, say, the International Wine Challenge 
(IWC) awards or Decanter World Wine Awards (DWWA). 

The French agricultural show is run by the state and encompasses all sorts of produce. It is huge 
in terms of wine, with more than 16,000 bottles assessed by 3,100 judges. I had a quick look at 
this year’s results and they confirmed my worst fears. Bordeaux rouge is a large but low-level 
appellation as regards price and quality. Lidl will sell you a bottle of the wine for €6.49, and 
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producers will be lucky to get €2 a bottle from a retailer. Somehow, though, bordeaux rouge 2017 
wines won 49 gold medals and 45 silvers at the French concours. 

I checked the websites of the IWC and DWWA, and not a single medal was awarded to a 2017 
bordeaux rouge. Perhaps none was entered into these awards, I thought, so I checked the 2016 
vintage, too. If you include bordeaux superieur, each competition awarded a couple of silvers 
(and no golds) to the wines. That sounds about right to me. 

I can only surmise that the French judges are asking different questions, such as: “Is this doing 
what the label says? Does it taste like a fault-free bordeaux rouge with typical flavours? If so, give 
it a gold medal. A little lighter? Give it a silver.” 

I am a panel chairman at the IWC awards where the wines are judged on an absolute scale, and I 
understand it is similar at the DWWA. A rough rule of thumb for both competitions is that about 
3% of entries are awarded a gold medal, 10%-12% get silver and 30% get bronze. 

Most reviewers rate wines out of 20 or 100 points, or use a five-star scale. If you translate the 
medals to scores, a bronze is 85-89/15½-16½ points or three stars; a silver is 90-94/17-18 points 
or four stars; and a gold is 95+/18½+ points or five stars. On that basis, an inexpensive bordeaux 
rouge with a 85/100 rating is a perfectly respectable result. If a basic bordeaux won a gold medal 
under the French rules, however, what would a better bordeaux such as margaux or pauillac be 
worth? A double-gold or 110 out of 100, perhaps? 

In fact, gold is not the highest award. The DWWA gives out platinum medals to wines that score 
97 or more, and it has a best-in-class award, too. The IWC hands out what are effectively “best-
in-class” trophies, and it also has a “great-value” category for wines that score at least a silver, are 
available in large volumes and are priced below certain levels. 

Charles Heidsieck, one of my favourite champagne producers, is a serial gold, platinum and 
trophy winner. Its brut NV and rosé vintage 2006 both picked up trophies at this year’s IWC 
awards, and deservedly so. Meanwhile, its brut 2006 and rosé NV won gold. Astonishingly, 
Heidsieck’s Blanc de Millénaires 2004 only got a silver. This was a shock, as I think it is 
sensational. I rated it 98/100 and DWWA gave it a platinum. 

Obviously not everything is available in Ireland, but two good-value award winners you will find 
here are Cimarosa South African Sauvignon (IWC great-value white under £8 winner) in Lidl at 
€6.29 and Tesco Premier Cru Champagne (IWC great-value sparkling at £12-£20), at €35. 

Just remember, all that glisters is not gold, so stick with the IWC and DWWA awards and you will 
not go far wrong. 

Martin recommends: decorated drinks  

Villiera Barrel Fermented Chenin Blanc 2017, South Africa; €18.50, Marks & 
Spencer Awarded a bronze and silver by the IWC and DWWA respectively, this has beautiful 
fruit and a silky texture. 92/100 

Tesco Finest Aglianico, Campania, Italy; €12  
A variety those in the know adore, but little known to most consumers. This is from a top 



producer, and it gets a silver from the IWC and me. 90/100 

Tesco Finest Torrontes 2017, Argentina; €12  
Torrontes has a distinctive pungent perfume that not everyone will like. I rate it highly, however, 
and give this a silver, as do the IWC and DWWA. 90/100 

Charles Heidsieck Champagne Brut NV; €65-€69, O’Briens  
Relentlessly brilliant bubbly gets a gold from the IWC and me almost every year, but it only 
merits a silver from the DWWA in 2018. 95/100 

Fleur de Prairie Côtes de Provence Rosé, France; €9.99, Aldi  
Winner of the IWC great-value rosé under £8 award. Be quick if you want to catch it at the 
German discounter. 90/100 

Tesco Bordeaux Superieur 2016, France; €9  
Basic bordeaux can be a fine drink in a good vintage. IWC gave it a bronze, although it would 
probably get a gold at the Concours General Agricole in Paris. 87/100 
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